




Thursday, September 29, 2016
6:00 PM – 9:00 PM: 
 Kickoff Party, Cinemark VIP Room   
 Red Carpet Reception & Registration 
 Meet & Greet
 Cash Bar
 Trailers of Friday and Saturday Films
 Q & A with Filmmakers

Cinemark Palace at the Plaza                  
526 Nichols Road Kansas City, MO 64112 
(816) 756-5877

Welcome to the Universal Film Festival, one of the largest film festivals in the Midwest. Our festival 
provides filmmakers with excellent opportunities for networking and promotion of their work and talent 
through the magic of film! 

The mission of the Universal Film Festival is to create and continue to provide a credible and accessible 
venue for aspiring and talented filmmakers seeking a medium with which to showcase their work nation-
ally and internationally. The Universal Film Festival’s vision is to be the premier venue in North America for 
filmmakers from all over the world to present their independent film work in all categories and genres.

Friday, September 30, 2016
3:00 PM – 8:00 PM: Film Screenings 

Saturday, October 1, 2016
3:00 PM – 9:00 PM: Film Screenings 
9:00 PM: Awards Ceremony
10:00 PM – 11:30 PM: After Awards Party, 
          Cinemark VIP Room

2016 Schedule of Events

September 29–October 1, 2016
Thank you for joining us in beautiful downtown Kansas City!

Welcome





Theatre I
3:00 PM -  The Long Road To The Hall Of Fame - From    
                      Tony King to Malik Farrakhan (Documentary)
4:15 PM - SHORTS 
       Parts (Drama)
        Anand (Documentary)
        Flesh & Blood (Drama)
        Sonic Boom (Animated)
5:15 PM - SHORTS - (Drama)
       Urban Spiritual 
        Brunch 
        The Black Mariachi
6:10 PM -    Breaking Legs (Comedy)

Theatre II
3:00 PM - SHORTS 
       Jenny & Jeff (Mini Series)
        Miriam Rachel (Documentary)
        The Lottery (Drama)
4:15 PM - SHORTS 
       The Bondage Network (Comedy)
        The Decision (Drama)
        If Not Now (Drama)
        Brunfelsia (Animated)
5:00 PM -    The Rainbow Kid (Drama)
6:35 PM -    Native (Science Fiction)

Theatre I
3:00 PM -    SHORTS
       The Story of 90 Coins  (Drama)
        Hari  (Drama)
        My Identity  (Documentary)
3:45 PM -    SHORTS
       For Nothing (Drama)
        Charlie’s Buck Teeth (Animated)
        A Beautiful Silence (Drama)
5:00 PM -   The Pineville Heist (Drama)
       Intermission
       Thunderdome Documentary
        Intermission
       Life is Too Short  (Documentary)

Theatre II
3:00 PM -    SHORTS - (Drama)
       Garbage
        The Big Swim
        February 28
4:00 PM -    SHORTS - (Drama)
       After Auschwitz
        The Kites Without Wind
        Milkshake
5:10 PM -    SHORTS 
       Feeling Wanted (Documentary)
        The Nostalgia (Drama)
        One Gentleman (Comedy)
        I Dream for a Living (Documentary)
6:10 PM -    The Legacy of Menla (Documentary)
        Intermission
       Hoovey  (Drama)

Friday, September 30, 2016

Thursday, September 29, 2016
Following Kickoff Party - Film Trailers and Q & A with Filmmakers

Saturday, October 1, 2016

Congratulations to all of our nominees! 278 submissions, over 50 countries, 39 selections
All films showing at Cinemark Palace at the Plaza -  526 Nichols Road, Kansas City, MO

Tickets can be purchased throughout the festival

2016 Screening Schedule



Full Feature Films
Breaking Legs
Comedy; Mark Marchillo
01:38:00
 It’s ‘Footloose’ meets ‘Mean Girls’ as high school 
freshman Bloom moves to a back-woods town and must 
figure out a way to get her dance on!

Hoovey
Drama; Sean McNamara
01:31:00
 HOOVEY is the inspiring and true story of a 
Midwestern basketball family that, with God’s help, stayed 
in the game and won. When promising high school bas-
ketball player Eric “Hoovey” Elliott collapses on the court, 
doctors discover a life-threatening brain tumor. Hoovey 
will survive the high-risk surgery, but at what cost? Can he 
relearn to walk, read, even to see clearly? The road is long, 

and meanwhile overwhelming medical bills threaten to 
undo everything that his parents, Jeff and Ruth, have 
taken a lifetime to build.

Life is Too Short
Comedy, Drama; Karen Tusa
01:12:59
 A look at the lives of five New Yorkers dealing 
with a variety of life’s challenges and conflicts. Little do 
they know that all will be over soon. If you knew that the 
end of the world is about to come, would you do anything 
differently?

Native
Science Fiction; Jim Fitzsimmons
01:25:56
 A signal from the other side of the universe is 
received by a hive-like society. Two scientists, Cane and 
Eva, are chosen to leave their home planet and journey 
many light years to find and colonize the distant world 
that sent this transmission. As their telepathic connec-
tion to Home weakens, they begin to contemplate the 
morality of the mission and the very meaning of their 
own existence in the isolation of deep space.

The Legacy of Menla
Documentary; Adam Miklos
01:04:04
 THE LEGACY OF MENLA is a fresh portrayal 
of Tibetan Medicine through the eyes of three Indian 
women who have been diagnosed with different stages 
of cancer. Often acting against their families’ wishes or 
the advice of Western doctors, they chose to put their 
faith in Tibetan doctors and change their lives. 

In the intersection of Buddhism and science, Tibetan 
Medicine has a peculiar place in the field of healing that 
speaks to both believers and nonbelievers. Apart from 
the patients’ perspectives, the film takes us through the 
process of medicine-making in the Himalayas and shows 
us the education of upcoming doctors. With the help of 
established Tibetan healers we will see the past, present 
and future of this healing system. This film is about hope, 
pain and struggles in the mysterious world of Tibetan 
Medicine that does not promise a cure but offers a differ-
ent mindset even in the vicinity of death.

2016 Festival Synopsis



The Long Road To The Hall Of Fame - From 
Tony King to Malik Farrakhan
Documentary; Reda Zine
01:06:00
 Documentary about Tony King aka Malik Far-
rakhan: African-American activist, Pro Football player, 
movie star and now head of security for the band Public 
Enemy.

The Pineville Heist
Crime, Gangster; Lee Chambers
01:20:00
 A high school teen stumbles into the aftermath 
of a bank robbery gone wrong and finds himself locked 
inside his school trying to keep himself and his teacher 
alive as one of the psychotic robbers hunts them down.

The Rainbow Kid
Drama; Kire Paputts
01:31:11
 Eugene, a young man with Down syndrome, 
sets out on a life altering journey to find the end of the 
rainbow.

Thunderdome Documentary
Documentary; Rob Lehr
01:10:48
 Thunderdome is a feature length documentary 
that follows the true story of Rob Lehr, a man haunted 
by the ever quickening pursuit of his mortality. It is a film 
about sprinting into the storm of our fears and finding a 
way to paint the rain.

This film follows Rob after a deadly plane crash as he 
confronts PTSD and digital escapism by transforming his 
backyard into a real-life video game, The Thunderdome 
Nerf Arena. The community of backyard warriors then 
discover collegiate Humans vs. Zombies and dive into 
surviving the Nerf Apocalypse.   

Short Films
A Beautiful Silence
Short/Drama; Adam Renkovish
00:16:39
 A BEAUTIFUL SILENCE follows a young woman as 
she struggles with faith and doubt. We shift from past to 
present as she comes to terms with this inner conflict.

After Auschwitz
Short/Drama; Paul Blinkhorn
00:12:23
 A short film about survival, truth and reflection.
Hiding from the shadows of the past, Rebeka reflects on 
the paths not taken, of love lost and the moral obliga-
tions of being a survivor. 

Anand
Short/Documentary; Elizabeth Thomas
00:09:23
 A street boy from India, rising from the ashes, 
pursuing a dream of being a professional soccer player.

Brunch
Short/Drama; Nate Hapke
00:06:00
 Short film highlighting the importance of mu-
tual appreciation and depth in a relationship.

Brunfelsia
Short/Animated, Adventure; Leonardo Roma
00:08:30
 This is an animated tale of two space travellers 
venturing into a new, enchanting and at times forbidden 
planet, revealing and being astonished by its secrets – a 
vegetative Eden hiding the remnants of a lost civilisation.

The characters’ spaceship weaves its way elegantly 
through the reddish, purpling landscape to land on this 
unknown, discarded planet – There’s danger, sure, but 
friendship and bravery too. 



Charlie’s Buck Teeth
Short/Animated; Patrick De Carvalho
00:06:13
 Charlie, a little boy with ridiculously big teeth, 
always hides behind his scarf to avoid the teasing from 
his classmates. But one day, his scarf flies away into the 
forest, forcing him to look for it... and also pushing him to 
start on a magical journey!

February 28
Short/Foreign; Diana Galimzyanova
00:12:05
 Guarded and aloof cancer survivor is trying to 
return to the normal life and forget the horrors of the 
defeated disease that are still haunting her. She finds a 
new job but it seems that she has nothing in common 
with other people. Socially withdrawing herself, she is 
stuck inside her own world filled with despair and flash-
backs. 

Feeling Wanted
Short/Documentary; Yasmin Mistry
00:14:03
 Charell, age 6, woke up to find herself alone. She 
made breakfast, dropped her baby sister off with a neigh-
bor, and walked to school. With a dad incarcerated for 
murder, a mom on drugs, and a childhood in foster care, 
Charell knew it was time to break the cycle.



Flesh & Blood
Short/Drama, Foreign; Jiaxin Xu
00:25:21
 A housewife abandons her husband and son to 
escape the confines of an unfulfilled marriage. Years later, 
a series of events leads her son Ethan to rediscover the 
untold story of past conflict and confront his present lot.

For Nothing
Short/Drama, Romance, Foreign; Asal Gharib
00:30:00
 A young girl has twenty minutes time for talking 
about her disease to her psychiatrist’s face…

Garbage
Short/Drama, Foreign; Anand Prakash
00:14:53
 An emotionally numb garbage collector gets 
increasingly infatuated by a troubled actress who has 
moved into the apartment building where he works. 
Meanwhile, a poor slum kid’s desire to eat pizza takes him 
on a journey of a lifetime.

Hari
Short/Drama; Tushar Tyagi
00:14:58
 HARI is a story of a young priest in India who 
has to choose between the love of his life and between a 
sacred oath to celibacy.

I Dream for a Living
Short/Documentary; Katarzyna Sawicka
00:11:47
 Thirty young people talk about their fears, hopes 
and dreams for the future. Discover what do they have in 
common.

If Not Now
Short/Drama; Lori Allred
00:07:16
 There’s no time like the present, but for the 
family of Katie Sakewski, her “present” exists in earlier 
times, and her adult daughters struggle with Katie’s 
increased signs of dementia. 

Jenny & Jeff Mini-Series
Short/Romance, Comedy, Drama; Karen Tusa
00:23:05
 3 Part Mini-series: JENNY is a down to earth girl 
who always wore her heart on her sleeve. She never re-
alized how worn out she would feel being so vulnerable 
and letting herself fall in love with her best friend JEFF. 
She quickly realizes she doesn’t have the time to waste 
and spills her heart out. JEFF has kept his love for her a 
secret for so long, he can’t help but to finally give in and 
let JENNY into his heart. We watch their love transform 
from passive hellos to romantic moments through flash- 



backs in what feels like a lifetime of memories, and 
taken on a hilarious roller coaster of teenage love.

Milkshake
Short/Drama; SangJin Ko
00:29:59
 After their parents died, an adopted teenage 
boy struggles to live with his adoptive little sister against 
harsh reality.

Miriam Rachel
Short/Documentary; Ricardo Bross
00:27:41
 Martha Reisel of Lanczyner, also known as 
‘’Doña’’ Martha or by her Jewish name, Miriam Rachel, 
delivers us her testimony and odyssey, across Eastern 
Europe and Soviet Asia, in her escape from where she 
studied in Lwów, Poland (now Ukraine), leaving behind 
her family and home at Kolomyja, Poland (now Ukraine), 
due to the Jewish persecution under the yoke of Nazi 
Germany.

My Identity
Short/Documentary; Yasmin Mistry
00:10:55
 Ashley, a young Native-American girl, converts 
to Islam in hopes of finding structure in a life where it 
never existed.

One Gentleman; or A Spectacle of  Love
Short/Comedy; Nicholas DeMicco
00:12:45
 A modern-day adaptation of Shakespeare’s “Two 
Gentlemen of Verona,” but using original dialogue.

Proteus is in love, but doesn’t know how to express it., or 
if his love is reciprocated.
Julia is in love, but doesn’t want to admit it, yet desper-
ately searches for recognition.

Will the two connect and find love? A story of love, desire, 
misdirection, and misconceptions.

Parts
Short/Drama; Naqqash Khalid
00:04:56
 An actor moves to the city for work, but gets 
knocked back at every turn, until his agent comes up 
with a proposition.

Sonic Boom
Short/Animated; Marlene Sharp
00:11:00
 SONIC BOOM is the funny bone of the iconic 
Sonic the Hedgehog universe, which began as a Sega 
video game 25 years ago. This 52 x 11”  TV series follows 
team Sonic, including the Blue Blur himself, Tails, Amy, 
Knuckles, and Sticks, as they cleverly battle nefarious 
genius Dr. Eggman and his hench bots. 

The Big Swim
Short/Romance; Kat Green 
00:25:00
 Rachel (Kimberly Leemans) finds out she might 
have terminal breast cancer and with the help of a hand-
some dive master, Luca (Falk Hentschel), decides to face 
her biggest fear... swimming with SHARKS!

Unlike Spielberg’s mechanical shark, The Big Swim was 
filmed on location with wild bull sharks, without stunt 
doubles, cages, or special effects, in Cozumel, Mexico. 
Starring the brave Kimberly Leemans (Walking Dead) and 
Falk Hentschel (‘Hawkman’ in Legends of Tomorrow, Arrow, 
The Flash).

Featuring music by Peter Bradley Adams.

The Black Mariachi
Short/Drama; Ducon Guillermos
00:26:24
 With natural disasters increasing exponentially 
due to a solar flare, a young 24-year-old half-breed 
Indian stumbles upon an ancient energy source that 
could possibly prevent the North and South poles from 
flipping.



The Bondage Network
Short/Comedy, Foreign; Santi Spadaro
00:05:00
 A social media-addicted guy wakes up tied up 
in the middle of the countryside. A delivery girl unties 
him and tries to seduce him, but his obsession for social 
media will screw everything up. 

The Decision
Short/Drama; Lori Allred
00:09:13
 A young girl must choose between what she 
wants or what her family wants for her.

The Kites Without Wind
Short/Drama, Foreign; Salem Salavati
00:16:45
 For family reasons, they seek to reach the border 
at midnight to avoid illegal removal and risk the difficult 
path in their way. The children accompany their parents 
to be free.

The Lottery
Short/Drama; Leiqi Lin
00:13:14
 Billy, a starving orphan, steals a winning lottery 
ticket from the town drunkard only to later question and 
doubt his own morality.

The Nostalgia
Short/Drama, Foreign; Moataz Badran
00:14:22
 A girl is back from traveling after the death of 
her father after two weeks and she wants to sell every-
thing. She then meets her neighbor, the old man who 
lives alone, and he has with him a letter from the girl’s 
father.

The Story of 90 Coins
Short/Drama, Foreign; Michael Wong
00:09:23
 How much is a promise worth these days? An 
aspiring fashion designer finds out when she has to 

choose between fulfilling her promise and realising her 
dream. 

Urban Spiritual
Short/Drama; Robert Williams
00:14:00 
 Towards the end of her life, Susan explores 
her relationship with her nineteen year old daughter 
Samantha. Throughout the film Susan is dying of can-
cer - although this is not expressed definitively to the 
audience. Although the main concern of the film is the 
mother-daughter interaction, a third character is impart-
ed through the dialogue in the form of an absent father.



Julie Henrichson
Marketing Director
Julie brings an equal mix of business 
and creativity. After obtaining her 
degrees in Spanish and Marketing 
& Management, she has worked in 
the automotive, pharmaceutical and 
insurance industries. Her creative 
side brings 25 years of experience 
as a trained model and dancer. She 
graduated from John Casablancas 
Modeling School in Kansas City, has 
operated a dance studio, and is cur-

rently competing in ballroom. Julie has a true passion in being 
a resource for the success of others both personally and profes-
sionally. Her attitude is: “People need to know the talents and the 
stories of these aspiring filmmakers!”

Christine Gilbert
Public Relations
Christine comes to us with a host of 
talents. Her work as the Director of 
American Artist Agency launched 
her into a career in modeling, print, 
film, radio and TV. She has been in 
the industry for over a decade and 
most recently has filmed several 
commercials with top organizations 
in the country. Her entrepreneurial 
spirit has given her past success in 
many business endeavors. Her most 

favored project yet is her current work as an Author and Publisher. 
Christine volunteers for various non-profit organizations and has 
received education in the areas of Business Administration and 
Foreign Language.

Ben Bahmani
Founder and CEO 
An industry professional since 1990, Ben Bahmani is the Founder and President of American Artist Agency, 
Inc. As Founder and CEO of the Universal Film Festival, Ben Bahmani knows what qualities are needed to 
turn a dream into a reality; and from that, a reality into a success. His love for filmmaking began in 1994 
when he co-produced his first feature film and documentary. Since then, the desire to get behind the 
scenes and create movies that move us has been his passion.  

“I want them to laugh, cry, feel good, become connected and inspired.”  
This is his vision for the festival.

Regina Johnson
Executive Producer
The entrepreneurial sprit is what 
Regina thrives on!  With a background 
in financial services, to owning her 
own businesses, Regina is up to the 
challenge of promoting a phenom-
enal film festival. Meeting, greeting 
and coordinating people are what 
Regina does best. Regina brings over 
twenty years of experience to the 
film industry, both on a national and 
international level.

Katrina Dawn
Social Events Coordinator
Katrina has a strong background in 
international business services and 
is a highly successful model. She 
has more than 20 years of valuable 
experience in the modeling industry 
and managed daily operations of a 
talent agency for over 10 years. She 
was crowned Ms. Missouri in 2008 
and her daughter has followed in 
her footsteps as Miss Kansas Teen 
America 2014. 

1626 Broadway St
Kansas City, MO 64108

info@universalfilmfestival.com
www.universalfilmfestival.com

816.474.9988

  Meet the Team

A few of the team members at the 2015 Universal Film 
Festival Awards Ceremony



Sara Madson
Social Media Communications
Sara is a graduate of the University 
of Illinois with degrees in Marketing, 
English and French. Sara is a member 
of MENSA, as well as a member of  IRA 
and BOMA professional commercial 
real estate associations. She has 20 
years real estate experience, and 10 
years commercial property manage-
ment. Aside from work, her many 
talents and interests include piano, 
viola, yoga, sailing, skiing and raising 

3 teenagers. She also won first place in the Dallas marathon in her 
age group. We are lucky to have Sara’s contributions to our team. 

Lindsay Heather Rose
Sales and Marketing
Lindsay has a passion to help people 
succeed, which she has been doing in 
her business for nearly 20 years. She 
founded Love Potion IX in 1999 and 
has been highly successful at creating 
matches in the Kansas City area.
She is excited to bring her experi-
ence, professionalism, enthusiasm, 
and love of film to the Universal Film 
Festival and create fulfilling and long-
lasting partnerships.

www.XSLIGHTING.com

Jenny Hardie
Visual Communications
The Universal Film Festival is very 
privileged to have Jenny as our 
graphic designer over the last few 
years. She graduated from Missouri 
State University with a degree in 
Graphic Design and Marketing in 
2003. For the last 10 years, she has 
freelanced as a graphic designer, art-
ist, model, and belly dancer. She won 
2nd place in the Kansas State Belly 
Dance Contest in 2014, has danced 

internationally in Beirut, Lebanon as well as Jamaica, and starred 
in the independent Bollywood-style feature film called “Welcome 
to America” released this year. A former Kansas City resident, she is 
now based in Austin, Texas. 

Rus King
Applications Administrator
We are extremely grateful to have Rus on board as our expert 
support staff! Rus is an IT professional with over 25 years in the 
movie exhibition industry. Rus is a Kansas City native but loves to 
explore other places and cultures. 
You can find our tech guru at Rkingelite@gmail.com

Mixing Singles
& Creating Couples

Kansas City’s Singles, Dating, 
& Matchmaking Service



2016 Universal Film Festival Judging Panel
Lenora Wuattoux is a native New Yorker, has lived here in Kansas City for over 15 years. Wuat-
toux has a long background in film, television and Broadway. She has worked on projects with 
20th Century Fox, many of the major New York television networks, and the Shubert brothers on 
Broadway.  You have also seen her on our very own KCPT.  Lenora says, “The art of story telling has 
been nourishing the mind and spirit of man for generations. I find 
comfort and pleasure in one of the oldest stories, which starts, ‘In the 
beginning’.”

Thomas R. Raithel, Attorney at Law, has practiced law in the West-
port area of Kansas City for nearly 20 years, specializing in tax law and 
estate planning. He has been a judge for the Universal Film Festival for 
the past 7 years.

Timothy English was born and raised right here in Kansas City. He is a 
graduate of the University of Missouri-Kansas City, where he studied 
film, marketing, and advertising. As a filmmaker, journalist, and film 
critic, Tim remains actively involved in the film community. He has 
written, directed, and starred in several independent films shot in 
the KC area and is the founding director of the “Terror on the Plains Horror Film Festival”,  which is 
entering its fourth year terrifying Kansas City horror fans. A career writer, Tim has been a film critic 
and journalist for Examiner.com since 2009 and a guest critic on KC Live! since 2013. He is a mem-
ber of the Kansas City Film Critics Circle and the Broadcast Film Critics Circle. Currently, Tim works 
as a copywriter for Gragg Advertising and continues to make Kansas City his home. 

Dr. Elham Eghbal received her doctrine from Tehran, Iran University, in 2007.  She has a private 
OBGYN practice in Tehran. She is an avid lover of film. She enjoys watching independent films in 
her spare time, and we are thankful to have her as a Universal Film Festival judge this year.

Lenora Wuattoux

Timothy English

Elham Eghbal

Meet the Judges

The Law Firm of Shouse & Raithel, p.c.

Thomas Raithel, Attorney at Law
4218 Roanoke Rd.

Kansas City, MO 64111
816-531-7775 



Advanced Aesthetics  
American Artist Agency  

Bio Balance Health
  Care Plant

Channel 41 Action News
Fox 4 News

Garozzo’s Ristorante
Gigi the Vegan

Jasper’s Italian Restaurant
Jenny Design

Kansas City Transportation Group
KnowMyArea

Love Potion IX  
Mitsu Sato Academy  

Quality Litho
Results Chiropractic, Dr. Stephen Price

Taishi Studios
The Law Firm of Shouse & Raithel, P.C.
The Red Door Group - Reece & Nichols

XS Lighting, Sound and Visualization  

  opmedspa.com  
  americanartistagency.com
  biobalancehealth.com
  careplant.com
  kshb.com
  fox4kc.com
  garozzos.com
  gigithevegan.com
  jasperskc.com
  jennydesign@gmail.com
  kansascitytransportationgroup.com
  knowmyarea.com 
  lovepotionix.com 
  mitsusatohairacademy.com
  qualitylitho@kc.rr.com
  resultschiropractic.com
  taishistudios.com
  Thomas Raithel, 816-531-7775
  reddoorkc.com
  www.xslighting.com

A Special Thanks to our Sponsors
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JENNY
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